
CRAFT ACTIVITY 

Splash and Bubbles
Grade 1 Lesson Plan  |  Home Activity

TELL STUDENTS THAT THEY ARE GOING TO BE ABLE TO MAKE THEIR OWN 
DEEP SEA ANGLERFISH. MODEL FIRST HOW TO MAKE THE FISH, AND THEN 

DISTRIBUTE THE MATERIALS SO THEY CAN GET STARTED. 

HERE ARE THE STEPS:

1) Take a paper plate and imagine it is a pie. Cut a   
 generous “slice of pie” from the plate. The place where   
 the “slice” used to be will be the mouth of the fish.   
 Then glue a point of the “slice” to the opposite side of   
 the fish from the mouth to form the tail.

2) Using the white construction paper, cut out a thin   
 rainbow shape and glue it to the head of the fish so it   
 arches over the front of her face. (This is the “fishing   
 pole” on the Anglerfish, more accurately called the   
 “illicium.”)  Then, cut two strips of white construction   
 paper that are the same length as the sides of the   
 mouth. Cut long, spiky teeth into the strips and glue   
 the strips to the mouth. Trim the teeth as needed to fit  
 the space of the mouth.

3) Using the yellow construction paper, cut a small circle   
 or teardrop shape for the glowing esca. Glue it to the   
 tip of the white construction paper “rainbow” attached  
 to  the head of the fish. Optionally, use glue to add gold  
 or  silver glitter to the esca to represent its glow.

4) With crayons, draw an eye and a fin, and maybe even a 
 male Anglerfish attached to her side. Color in and   
 decorate the rest of the plate as desired. (Anglerfish are  
 generally dark gray to dark brown in color, but artists   
 can feel free to express themselves in whatever color   
 they prefer.)

5) Optionally, use the red construction paper to cut out a   
 fish shape, draw on some details with a dark crayon,   
 and then use the fishing line to dangle it from the esca  
 or inside the mouth of the Anglerfish.

Remind students that animals in each ocean zone have special features that help them survive. See if they can remember 
what special features the fish from the deep ocean in the video had. Focus specifically on Lu, the Deep Sea Anglerfish, and 

the fleshy “fishing pole” attached to her head with the glowing esca that lures in her prey.


